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sailors and traders - muse.jhu - sailors and traders couper, alistair published by university of hawai'i press
couper, alistair. sailors and traders: a maritime history of the pacific peoples. hawaii's scenic roads - muse.jhu hawaii's scenic roads duensing, dawn e. published by university of hawai'i press duensing, e.. hawaii's scenic
roads: paving the way for tourism in the islands. hawaiiana in 1983: a bibliography of titles of historical ... hawaiiana in 1983: a bibliography of titles of historical interest compiled and annotated by yasuto kaihara amos,
wally and leroy robinson. the famous amos story: the face an interdisciplinary learning adventure - you will
become a sailor on a two-masted schooner that looks and sails very much as schooners did a hundred years ago.
but don't worry about climbing ice-encrusted rigging while surviving on hardtack and salt beef; she'll be very
different below decks, with comfortable bunks, electric lights, bathrooms and even a shower. the meals will be of
a quality that sailors of centuries past could ... maritime heritage association journal - maritime heritage
association journal volume 25, no. 3. september 2014 website: maritimeheritage a quarterly publication of the the
muse - home - norwich free academy - early 19th centuries. brigs fell out of use with the arrival of the steamship
because they required a relatively large crew for their small size and were difficult to sail into the wind. brigs
should not to be confused with brigantines which are rigged differently. a brig is usually built on a larger scale
than the schooner, and often is nearly as large as the full-sized, three-masted ship ... hands-on engineering
education by construction and testing ... - 16 ahmed farouk abdel gawad: hands-on engineering education by
construction and testing of models of sailing boats table 1. list of the layout items of fig. 8, [11]. decoys - ir.uiowa
- for cloud forest, northeast toward windward oahu, southeast at kailua, past waimanolo, the blaze of sea always at
my left. still the islands surprised me every time, rabbit island and its smaller neighbor, the one i'd come for,
kaohikaipu, risen up in some prehistoric fire-storm, now idle, a flat thing broken off, seemingly forgotten a half
mile out. or i loved most my wheels on gravel ... captain hubert arsene hodge - saba - captain hubert arsene
hodge. by; will johnson on my way to school in the nineteen fifties i would lodge at the home of miss browlia
maillard on the backstreet. in 1959 i started lodging with captain hodge and miss bertha and the family on the
front street up to the head of town. close to the passangrahan hotel. across the street in the buncamper residence
later came mr. stetson risdon, also in ... boat building on saba - top10worldmedia - boat building on saba by;
will johnson so much has been written on the subject of boat building on saba over the centuries and so we
decided to do our own research to determine as to whether or not these reports are based on myth or a review of
modern sail theory - l j jensen - a review of modern sail theory by arvel gentry boeing commercial airplane
company proceedings of the eleventh aiaa symposium on the aero/hydronautics of sailing september 12, 1981
seattle, washington abstract popular concepts as to how sails generate lift, and how two sails interact with each
other are discussed in light of modern aerodynamic research. much of the old sail theory in the ... cb 222 spirit of
bermuda - marine surveyor - spirit of bermuda classic boat december 2006 39 a foggy 13 august was the date
set for the maiden voyage the transom was made out of bermudian cedar donated by bermudians launching: scores
of bermudians and mid-coast locals came to watch 2. from rice coasts to rice coast - african passages - in some
instances, two or more images are reviewed together in order to more fully make a point. discuss the implications
of each image and how each helps to show the importance of the rice culture and the roles of enslaved africans
and wealthy planters. the first several images show steps in the rice cycle and equipment used to process the rice.
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